
INDEX

Abraham, M., 480
acceleration

as a vector, 16
may be discontinuous (Ex.), 7
Coriolis, 34
in a rotating system, 358
in polar coordinates, 34
in several dimensions, 15
instantaneous, 14
radial, 34
tangential, 34
units, 54

adding vectors, 3
addition of velocities in relativity,

463
additive constant to energy, 180
Adelberger, E., 355
aerosols, 99
air suspension gyroscope, 336
algebra of dimensions, 63

conversion factors, 63
converting systematically, 63

algebraic properties of vectors, 4
alpha-particles produced by nuclear

reaction, 486
alpha-ray scattering, 278
alpha-ray scattering (Ex.), 389
amplitude, 413

analyzing physical problems using
first-order terms, 140

angular frequency
units, 104

angular frequency, simple harmonic
oscillator, 413

angular momentum
analogous to linear momentum,

241
angular momentum and angular velocity

not necessarily parallel, 296
angular momentum and angular velocity

general relation, 312
angular momentum and torque, dynamics,

252
angular momentum depends on origin,

244
angular momentum is a vector,

292
angular momentum of a particle

definition, 241
angular momentum of sliding block 1

(Ex.), 243
angular momentum of sliding block 2

(Ex.), 257
angular momentum, units, 241
angular speed, 25
angular velocity, 18, 293

and angular momentum, 18, 293
general relation, 312
not necessarily parallel, 296

and infinitesimal rotations,
293

relation to translational velocity, 294
vector nature, 293; (Ex.), 295

anticommutative
cross product of vectors, 7

apogee, 395
apparent gravity in accelerating car (Ex.),

345
Appendices

A, miscellaneous data, 527
B, Greek alphabet, 529
C, SI system prefixes, 531

applying a force, 53
applying Newton’s laws, 64–66
applying the Galilean transformation

(Ex.), 448
approximation methods, 36

Taylor series, 37
area as a vector, 146
area as a vector (Ex.), 8
astronauts’ tug-of-war (Ex.), 67
atomic clocks

hydrogen maser (Ex.), 457
role of time dilation (Ex.), 456
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534 INDEX

Atwood’s machine (Ex.), 72
with massive pulley (Ex.), 261

average force of particle stream, 143, 145
average velocity, 14
Avogadro’s number, 190
avoiding broken ankles (Ex.), 135

β = v/c, 506, 509
Balmer, J., 277
base units

artifacts, 60
operational definitions, 59
physical standards, 59
practical standards, 60
precision, 59

base vectors
constant in Cartesian coordinates, 16
definition, 11
time derivative in a rotating system, 357
time derivatives in polar coordinates, 29

bead, hoop, and spring (Ex.)
potential energy, 184

Bestelmeyer, A., 480
black hole, 515

at center of our galaxy (Ex.), 401
blackbody radiation, 488
block

and string (Exs.), 83, 89
on plane with friction (Ex.), 93, 188
radial acceleration, 73
radial and tangential acceleration, 73
sliding on wedge (Ex.), 70

Bohr, N., 277
atom model, 277

bola (Ex.), 118
Boltzmann, L., 191

Boltzmann constant, 190, 417
bound systems

and harmonic oscillator, 212
and simple harmonic motion, 212

Brahe, T., 374
Bucherer’s experiement, (Ex.), 480
Bucherer, A. B., 480
butterfly effect, 403

C center of mass system in collisions, 229
C, for planetary motion, 386
calorie, 195
capture cross-section of a planet (Ex.),

254
Cartesian coordinates, 11, 12
Casey, R. M., 461
center of mass

by integration, 121
coordinates, 124
definition, 120

experimental method, 124
motion (Ex.), 124
non-uniform rectangular plate, double

integration, 153
non-uniform rod (Ex.), 122
several extended bodies, 122
uniform solid hemisphere, integration,

154
uniform triangular plate (Ex.), 123
uniform triangular plate, double

integration, 152
center of mass motion, 120
central force

definition, 84
central force (Ex.)

potential energy, 183
central force motion as a one-body

problem, 374
motion of individual bodies, 376
no generalization, 376
reduced mass, 375

centrifugal force in a rotating system, 358
centrifugal potential, 378

not from real physical force, 381
change of vector with time, 16
chaos in mechanics, 403
characteristic time, 101
Chasles’ theorem, 240

proof, 280
circular frequency, simple harmonic

oscillator, 413
circular motion

rotating vectors (Ex.), 24
circular motion in polar coordinates (Ex.),

31
Cl2 molecule, 215

vibrational frequency, 215
classical Doppler effect, navigation (Ex.),

468
classical physics, 49
CO2 molecule

normal modes, 224
Cockcroft, J. D., 485
coefficient of friction, 92
collision system

center of mass C, 229
laboratory L, 229

collisions
and conservation laws, 225–233
elastic, 227
inelastic, 227
superelastic, 228

comet capture (Ex.)
effect of third body, 383

Commanders Earhart, and Wright, 55
complex numbers, 430–431

basic properties, 430
complex conjugate, 430
de Moivre’s theorem, 430
polar representation, 431
standard form x + iy, 431
and the critically damped oscillator, 433
and the damped oscillator, 431–434
and the driven oscillator, 434
and the heavily damped oscillator, 433
and the lightly damped oscillator, 432
and the overdamped oscillator, 433

components of a vector
definition, 9

Compton effect (Ex.), 492
Compton wavelength, 494
Compton’s experiments, 492
photon scattering from graphite, 494
shift in wavelength of scattered photon,

493
Compton wavelength, 494
Compton, A., 492
conic sections, 387
conical pendulum (Ex.), 75

angular momentum, 244
energy method, 171
two possible solutions, 76
unreasonable result, 76

conical pendulum dynamics (Ex.), 258
conservation laws

in classical physics, 192
in relativity, (Ex.), 484, 513
and the neutrino (Ex.), 194

conservation of
angular momentum, 153, 510

and central force, 311
an independent law, 312

charge, 193
energy, 162

comparison with momentum, 192
general properties, 192
heat energy, 189
Ideal gas law, 189
Joule experiment, 190
mechanical energy, 180
relativistic energy, 513
relativistic energy-momentum, 512
total energy, 192

linear momentum, 130, 131
conservative force, 174

work is path-independent, 176
zero work around closed path, 176

consistency of dimensions in equations,
64

constant energy surfaces
gradient, 202

constrained motion, 174
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constrained motion (Ex.), 70
constraint forces do no work, 174
constraints, 66

block sliding on plane, 70
block sliding on wedge (Ex.), 71
independent of forces, 71
masses and pulley (Ex.), 72
whirling block on table (Ex.), 75

contact forces, 89
contour lines

gradient, 202
conversion factor, 63
converting units (Ex.), 63
converting units systematically, 63
coordinates

Cartesian, 11, 12
polar, 27

Coriolis acceleration, 34
Coriolis force in a rotating system, 359
Coriolis force on a sliding bead (Ex.), 361
cosines, law of (Ex.), 5
cross product

angular and translational velocities, 295
angular momentum, 241
rate of change of rotating vector, 356
torque, 250

cross product (vector product), 6
anticommutative, 7
examples (Ex.), 7
right hand rule, 6

crossing gate (Ex.), 265
curl of conservative force is zero, 204
curl operator, 204
cylinder on accelerating plank (Ex.), 346

damped harmonic oscillator, 412–421
differential equation, 414
effect of ratio ω1/γ, 415
energy dissipation, 416
equation of motion

standard form, 414
graphical analysis (Ex.), 420
Q, definition, 418
viscous retarding force, 414

damping time, 416
damped harmonic oscillator,

416
dashpot, 429
de Moivre’s theorem for complex

numbers, 430
deflection of a falling mass (Ex.),

361
deflection of light by gravity, 515
dependence of electron mass on speed,

479
Abraham’s theory, 480

Bestelmeyer’s experiment, 480
Bucherer’s apparatus, 480
Kaufmann’s experiment, 480
Laurentz’s Theory, 480

derivation of Lorentz transformation
equations, 451

derivatives of base vectors in polar
coordinates, 29

derivatives of polar base vectors, 29
Descartes, R., 9
determinantal evaluation of angular

momentum, 242
Dicke, R., 355
differential equation

damped harmonic oscillator
solution by complex numbers,

431
driven harmonic oscillator

solution by complex numbers,
434

differential equations, 95
damped harmonic oscillator, 414
driven harmonic oscillator, 421

differentials, 39
change of variable, 163

differentiation rules for vectors, 26
dike at the bend of a river (Ex.), 150

dynamic pressure, 151
static pressure, 151

dimensions
algebra, 63
consistency in equations, 64
converting units, 63

direction of angular momentum,
241

disk on ice (Ex.), 271
displacement vector, 13
divergence operator, 203
Doppler effect, 466

classical, for sound, 466
classical, navigation (Ex.), 468
off the line of motion, 468
photon picture (Ex.), 496
relativistic, 467
relativistic, confirmed experimentally,

468
transverse, time dilation, 468

Doppler navigation, classical (Ex.), 468
dot product of vectors

result is a scalar, 4
work (Ex.), 5

driven harmonic oscillator, 412, 421–430
definition, 421
demonstration (Ex.), 423
differential equation, 421
general solution, 426

harmonic analyzer (Ex.), 426
Q, quality factor, 425
resonance

Lorentzian line shape, 424
resonance curve, 424
resonance frequency, 424
resonance width, FWHM, 424

response speed vs. spectral resolution,
427

steady-state behavior, 426
stored energy, 423
time response vs. frequency response,

427
Heisenberg uncertainty principle,

427
transient behavior, 425
vibration attenuator

dashpot, 429
shock absorber, 429

vibration attenuator (Ex.), 427
work–energy theorem, 423

driving force of the tides (Ex.), 349
Earth is a non-local system, 349

drum major’s baton (Ex.), 120
equations of motion, 120

drum rolling down plane (Ex.), 272
energy method (Ex.), 275

dynamic viscosity, 98
dynamics of fixed axis rotation, 260

ε, eccentricity, 387, 393
Eötvös, R., 355
eccentricity ε, 387, 393

experimental data, 394
Eddington, A., 82
effective potential, 378

a mathematical trick, 378
effective spring constant in bound

systems, 212
Einstein, A.

general theory of relativity 1916, 514
mass, a form of energy, 193, 498
miraculous year 1905, 192
photoelectric effect, 278; (Ex.), 490
precession of perihelion of Mercury,

403, 514
publication of special theory of

relativity 1905, 440
special theory of relativity, 445
synchronizing clocks, 445

elastic collision of two balls (Ex.), 228
elastic collisions, 227
electric charge

positive or negative, 88
units, 88

electric field, 88
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536 INDEX

electric field of charge ball
divergence, 203

electron mass depends on speed (Ex.), 480
electron motion due to radio wave (Ex.),

21
electron motion in ionosphere (Ex.), 21
electrostatic force, 88

Coulomb’s law, 88
electric charge, 88

ellipse
properties, 405

elliptic orbits, 391
apogee, maximum, 391
major axis, 391
perigee, minimum, 391
period, 392

Empire State Building run-up (Ex.), 173
energy

additive constant, 180
rest energy of particle, 513

energy consumption, table, 195
energy diagrams, 185

harmonic oscillator, 186
interatomic force, 186
inverse square force, 381
non-interacting particles, 379
perturbed circular orbit (Ex.), 384
repulsive inverse-square force, 186

energy dissipation in damped harmonic
oscillator, 416

damping time, 416
from work–energy theorem, 417

energy equation for central force motion
independent of θ, 379

energy of simple harmonic oscillator, 414
energy production, table, 195
energy transfer between two coupled

pendulums (Ex.), 221
energy units for mass, 226
energy, satellite into elliptic orbit (Ex.),

395
energy–momentum four-vector

norm
rest energy, 512

epilogue
general relativity, 513

equation of motion
damped harmonic oscillator, 414
driven harmonic oscillator, 421
simple harmonic oscillator, 412

equations of motion in several
dimensions, 168

equilibrium height of tides (Ex.), 351
equilibrium of quadrant rod (Ex.), 252
equilibrium, torque and force (Ex.), 252
equinoxes, precession, 304

equipartition theorem, 191, 417
equivalence principle, 87, 347–356, 368,

514
escape velocity, 167
escape velocity (Ex.)

Earth’s rotation, 172
general, 171

ether and light propagation
contradictory properties, 442
speed should depend on observer’s

motion, 442
Euler’s equations, 323–329

dynamical stability (Ex.), 325
meaning, 325
torque-free precession (Ex.)

exact solution, 327
Euler, L., 325
exoplanets, (Ex.), 125

Gliese 876, 127
orbit about star, 125

experimental uncertainty, 41

falling raindrop (Ex.), 101
falling stick (Ex.), 276
Fermat, P., 9
fictitious forces, 57

in a linearly accelerating system, 345
in a rotating system, 356

centrifugal force, 358
Coriolis force, 359

finding the mass of the Earth, 86
FitzGerald, G. F., 445
fixed axis rotation, 245

rigidly fixed axis, 260
summary, 271, 282
summary of dynamics, 282
translating axis, 282

fixed axis rotation with translating axis,
267

flux and momentum flow, 147
flux density, 146
force from potential energy, 185

general, 201
force on pulley 97; (Ex.), 98
forces

fundamental, 89
phenomenological, 89

formal solution for the orbit, 379
formal solution of central force motion,

378
formal solution of kinematical equations,

19
Foucault pendulum, 366

Earth, a non-inertial system, 366
precession, 366
profound mystery, 367

four-vectors, 509
energy–momentum four-vector, 512
four-momentum, 512
four-position, 510
four-velocity, 510

relativistic addition of velocities
(Ex.), 511

norm, 510
Franklin, B., 88
freight car and hopper (Ex.), 138
freight train (Ex.), 69
friction, 91, 92

coefficient of friction, 92
empirical rules, 92
independent of contact area, 92
not always dissipative (Ex.), 275
sliding, 93
static, 93
summary of empirical rules, 93
work is path dependent, 177

fundamental forces, 82
electromagnetism, 82
gravity, 82
strong interaction, 82
weak interaction, 82

FWHM
driven harmonic oscillator resonance

width, 424

G, gravitational constant, 84
g, acceleration due to Earth’s gravity,

85
variation with altitude, 86

Galilean transformation, 342, 448
acceleration the same in all inertial

systems (Ex.), 449
applying (Ex.), 448
incompatible with finite speed of light

(Ex.), 449
inertial systems are equivalent (Ex.),

449
transformation equations, 344, 448

γ = 1/
√

1 − v2/c2, 453
γ = 1/

√
1 − β2, 507, 509

gas constant, 190
gauchos, 118
Gay-Lussac law (ideal gas law), 190
gedanken experiment, 348
general relativity, 514, 515

deflection of light by gravity, 514
black holes, 515
gravitational lensing, 515

epilogue, 513
precession of perihelion of Mercury,

514
geostationary orbit (Ex.), 394
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geosynchronous orbit, 394
Gibbs, W., 2
Glashow, S., 82
Gliese, 127
gradient and force, 201
gradient operator, 201
gradient, perpendicular to contour lines,

203
graphical analysis of damped harmonic

oscillator (Ex.), 420
gravitational force, 83

spherical shell, 85, 107
uniform sphere, 85

gravitational red shift, 368
measured by

atomic clock, 370
Pound, Rebka, Snider, 370

photon picture (Ex.), 497
Greek alphabet, Appendix B, 529
Griffiths, D., 455
gyrocompass (Ex.), 305

equations of motion, 307
experiment (Ex.), 306
motion on the Earth, 307

gyroscope, 300–304, 331–337
nutation, 331, 335
small-angle approximation, 331
torque-free precession, 335
uniform precession, 334

Hall, D. B., 460
hanging rope, 90
harmonic analyzer (Ex.), 426
harmonic oscillator, 103

and bound systems, 212
damped, 412, 414
driven, 412, 421
energy diagram, 186
initial conditions (Ex.), 413
simple, 412

HCl molecule vibrations, 214
heat capacity of a gas (Ex.), 191
heavily damped harmonic oscillator
ω1/γ small, 415

Hertz, H., 490
Hints, Clues, and Answers,

519–525
Hooke’s law, 102

intermolecular force model,
103

linear restoring force, 102
Hooke, R., 102
Hoover Dam (Ex.), 195
hyperbolic orbits, 388

Rutherford (Coulomb) scattering of
α-rays (Ex.), 389

ideal gas law, 189
law of Gay-Lussac, 190

IKAROS, (Ex.), 148
impulse, 132
inelastic collision (Ex.)

“lost” kinetic energy is mass increase,
484

relativistic energy, 483
relativistic energy and momentum, 483
relativistic momentum, 483

inelastic collisions, 227
inertial and gravitational mass

Newton’s pendulum experiment, 88
inertial and non-inertial systems (Ex.), 55
inertial systems, (Ex.), 342, 343

definition, 51
enigma of absolute rest, 343
special relativity, 343

time depends on velocity, 343
inertial systems in three dimensions, 57
infinitesimal rotations

commutative, proof, 329
infinitesimal rotations commute, 293
initial conditions, differential equation,

100
instantaneous acceleration, 14
instantaneous velocity, 14
integral form of Newton’s second law, 131
integrating equations of motion, 169
integration of orbit equation, 403
interatomic force

energy diagram, 186
intermolecular forces, 91
interpretation of Lorentz transformation,

453
invariants

definition, 505
energy–momentum

four-vector, 513
four-momentum, 512
four-velocity, 510

examples, 505
Lorentz invariant, 510
under Lorentz transformation, 508

inverse square law motion, 373
escape velocity, (Ex.), 166
Rutherford scattering, (Ex.), 369

inverted pendulum (Ex.), 174
isobars, 364
Ives, H. E., 468

Jaffe, R., 194
Joule, J. P., 189

Kater’s pendulum (Ex.), 264
Kater, H., 264

Kaufmann, W., 480
Kelvin temperature scale, 190
Kepler, J., 253, 374

laws of planetary motion, 126, 374
first law: orbits are ellipses, 374
second law: law of equal areas, 374
third law: T 2 ∝ A3, 374

planetary data, 392
proof from Newtonian mechanics,

392
kinematical equations, formal solution, 19
kinetic energy

definition, 170
kinetic energy lost in a collision Q, 228
kinetic energy of rigid body rotation, 317
kinetic theory, 190

L laboratory system in collisions, 229
Lagrange points (Ex.), 400
Lagrange, J. L.

three-body problem, special case, 398
Lagrange points (Ex.), 400
Trojan asteroids (Ex.), 400

LASER acronym, 145
laser slowing of atoms (Ex.), 144
law of cosines (Ex.), 5
law of equal areas and angular momentum

(Ex.), 253
leaky freight car (Ex.), 138
Leibniz, G.

independently invented calculus, 14
length standards, 61
length contraction, 457

geometric analysis, 458
simultaneous measurements, 458

Lennard-Jones potential (Ex.), 214
effective spring constant, 214
vibrational frequency, 214
vibrational frequency Cl2 molecule,

215
light cones, 506

future, upper light cone, 506
overlap for causally related events, 506
past, lower light cone, 506

light pulse according to Galilean
transformation (Ex.), 449

light pulse in railway car (Ex.), 461
lightly damped harmonic oscillator
ω1/γ � 1, 415

limitations to damped motion (Ex.), 417
line integral, 169, 173

parametric evaluation, 178
semicircle (Ex.), 179

path-dependent example (Ex.), 177
linear air track, 49

collisions, 227
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538 INDEX

linear combinations of normal modes, 221
linear momentum, 116
linearly accelerating system

apparent gravity in car (Ex.), 345
cylinder on plank (Ex.), 346
pendulum in car (Ex.), 347

locus of event displacements in spacetime
a hyperbolic surface of revolution, 509

locus of event displacements in
three-space

a sphere, 509
Lorentz contraction, 343
Lorentz invariant

norm of energy–momentum four-vector
rest energy, 512

norm of four-momentum, 512
norm of four-velocity, 510

Lorentz transformation
a rotation, 507

space axis rotates counterclockwise,
507

time axis rotates clockwise, 507
derivation of transformation equations,

451
in terms of β = v/c, 506
interpretation of transformation

equations, 453
invariant, 508
keeps speed of light the same in all

systems, 451
light pulse in railway car (Ex.), 461

Lorentz, H. A., 445, 453, 480
Lorentz–FitzGerald contraction, 445
Lorentzian lineshape

resonance in driven harmonic oscillator,
424

Lyapounov characteristic exponent, 403

Mach’s principle, 368
Mach, E., 48

possible flaws in Newtonian thought
The Science of Mechanics, 440

principle, 368
rotating water bucket, 368
space depends on properties of

measuring rods, 441
time depends on properties of clocks,

441
magnitude of a vector, 3
mass

definition, 52
energy units, 226
standards, 61
unit mass, 52

mass flow and momentum, 136
procedural approach, 137

mass is a form of energy, 193, 483
Cockcroft and Walton, experimental

verification (Ex.), 485
nuclear reaction experiments (Ex.),

486
mass number, 193
mass, dependence on speed, 479
mass–energy relation

Einstein’s derivation, 498
masses and pulley (Ex.), 71

constraint, 72
Maxwell, J. C., 82

clock proposal, 442
notation for dimensions, 64

Mayer, R., 189
measuring speed of a bullet (Ex.), 132
Mercury

precession of perihelion, 402, 514
Michelson, A. A., 61

interferometer apparatus, 442
light and dark fringes, 443

Michelson–Morley experiment, 442
analysis according to ether hypothesis,

443
analysis according to Lorentz

transformation, 454
no observable fringe shift, 444
refined apparatus

no observable fringe shift, 444
Millikan, R. A., 490
Minkowski, H., 504

four-dimensional spacetime, 504
miscellaneous data, Appendix A, 527
modern physics, 49
mole unit, 190
molecular vibrations (Ex.), 213

HCl molecule, 214
NO molecule, 214
vibrational frequency, 213

moment of inertia, 246
analogous to mass, 246
fixed axis rotation, 246
uniform sphere (Ex.), 249
uniform thin disk (Ex.), 247

double integration, 248
uniform thin ring (Ex.), 247
uniform thin stick (Exs.)

axis through midpoint, 248
axis through end, 249

momentum, 115
flow and force, 143
flow and impulse, 143
Newton’s second law, 116
of a photon, 144, 489
zero in C system, 230

Morley, E., 444

motion in one dimension, 163
constant gravity (Ex.)

energy method, 163
initial conditions, 164

motion on the rotating Earth (Ex.), 363
multiplying vectors by a scalar, 3
muon decay (Ex.), 460

according to length contraction, 461
according to time dilation, 460

∇, 201
nabla, 201
Neary, G., 193
neutrino, (Ex.), 194

flux from the Sun, 194
Newton’s laws of motion, 49–59

first law and inertial systems, 51
second law, 54

integral form, 131
momentum, 116

third law, 54
Newton’s law of universal gravitation, 83
Newton, I.

definition of time, 60, 441
invented calculus, 14
notation for time derivatives, 14
pendulum experiment, 355
rotating water bucket, 367

Newtonian mechanics and modern
physics, 48

nomenclature for simple harmonic
motion, 413

amplitude, 413
angular frequency, 413
circular frequency, 413
period, 413

non-conservative forces
work–energy theorem, 187

non-inertial systems, 341
fictitious force, 345
rotating systems, 359
uniform acceleration, 344

non-interacting particles (Ex.), 380
NO molecule vibrations, (Ex.), 214
norm of a four vector, 510

a Lorentz invariant, 510
energy–momentum four-vector, 513
four-momentum, 512
four-velocity, 510

normal force, 66, 91
idealized molecular model, 91

normal modes, 219–225
carbon dioxide molecule, (Ex.), 224
definition, 221
diatomic molecule, 222
general method, 225
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normal modes of two coupled pendulums,
219

normal modes, linear combinations, 221
notation for dimensions, 64
nuclear decay

alpha-decay, 193
alpha-ray, 193

scattered, 225
beta-decay, 193
beta-ray, 193

nutation, 331, 335
cyclic, 336
cycloidal, 335
simple harmonic motion, 334

off-center circle (Ex.), 33
one-dimensional collisions and

conservation laws, 228
one-dimensional motion, 163
operational definitions, 52
optical interferometer, 443
orbit equation

Cartesian coordinates, 387
formal solution, 379
polar coordinates, 387

orbit shape for various ε, 387
circle, 387
ellipse, 387
hyperbola, 387
parabola, 387

orbital angular momentum, 268
orbits

geostationary, 394
geosynchronous, 394

order of events (Ex.), 462
overdamped harmonic oscillator, 416

pair production (Ex.), 495
paradoxes

pole-vaulter, 459
twin paradox, 470

parallel axis theorem, 249
examples, 250

Pauli, W., 194
pendulum

conical, 171
coupled, 219
effect of amplitude on period, 198
in accelerating car, (Ex.), 347
inverted, (Ex.), 174
Kater’s, (Ex.), 264
physical, 263
simple (Ex.), 180, 261
solution by energy method (Ex.), 180

perigee, 395
period, simple harmonic oscillator, 413

perturbed circular orbit (Ex.), 384
ellipse, exact solution, 386
energy diagram, 384

phenomenological forces, 82, 95
photoelectric effect, 192; (Ex.), 490

Einstein’s explanation, 490
Millikan’s experiments, 490
Compton effect, scattering (Ex.), 492
Doppler effect (Ex.), 496
energy and frequency, 489, 491
gravitational red shift (Ex.), 497
massless particle, 131
momentum, 144, 489
pair production (Ex.)

need for third body, 495
threshold, 496

photoelectric effect (Ex.), 490
radiation pressure (Ex.), 491

photon picture
photoelectric effect (Ex.), 490
Compton effect (Ex.), 492
Doppler effect (Ex.), 496
gravitational red shift (Ex.), 497
radiation pressure (Ex.), 491

physical pendulum, 262, 263
physical standards and base units, 59
physics in a rotating system, 356–368

centrifugal force, 358
Coriolis force, 359

on a sliding bead (Ex.), 361
deflection of a falling mass (Ex.), 361
fictitious forces, 356
Foucault pendulum (Ex.), 366
inertia, a mystery, 367
motion on the rotating Earth (Ex.), 363
rotating water bucket (Ex.), 360
velocity and acceleration, 358
weather systems (Ex.), 364

Planck’s constant, 488
Planck, M., 278, 488
plane of scattering, 230
planetary motion, 386

centrifugal potential at small r, 382
energy diagrams, 381
evaluation of C, 386
gravitational potential at large r, 382
motion for various E, 382

Poincaré, H.
chaos in mechanics, 403

polar coordinates, 27
contrast with Cartesian, 27

polar representation of complex numbers,
431

position vector, 12
position in angular coordinates, not a

vector (Ex.), 292

potential energy, 179
potential energy and force, 185, 201
power, 172

SI units, 172
precession

equinoxes, 304
Foucault pendulum, 366
perihelion of Mercury, 402, 514
torque-free, 321

precession model (Ex.)
two masses and rod, 303

rate, 304
pressure, 150

gradient, 364
of dynamical flow, (Ex.), 15
of a gas (Ex.), 149

principal axes, 317
cylindrical symmetry, 317
rotational kinetic energy, 318
tensor of inertia

diagonal form, 317
uniform sphere, 317

principle of equivalence, 88, 347–356,
368, 514

Eötvös experiment, 355
a fundamental physical law, 356
definition, 348
driving force of the tides (Ex.), 349
gravitational red shift, 368
local systems, 348, 349
Newton’s pendulum experiment, 355
real physical fields are local, 349
twin paradox, 470

principle of relativity, 344, 446
proper length, 459
proper time, 459, 510
properties of ellipse, 405
pulley system (Ex.), 71
push me–pull you (Ex.), 128

simple harmonic motion, 129

Q kinetic energy lost in collision, 228
Q, quality factor

for damped harmonic oscillator, 418
for driven harmonic oscillator, 424, 425
tuning fork and rubber band (Ex.), 419

quadratic forms, 215
quadratic forms of energy and simple

harmonic motion, 215

radial acceleration, 34, 72
radiation pressure (Ex.), 491
radiation pressure and photon momentum

flow (Ex.), 491
railwayman on flatcar with lantern (Ex.),

451
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540 INDEX

rate of gyroscope precession, 302
reduced mass, 213, 375
Reid, M. J., 402
relations between systems of units, 62
relativistic addition of velocities, 463

four-velocity, 511
relativistic Doppler effect, 467
relativistic energy, 481

analogy with classical kinetic energy,
481

Einstein’s generalization, 483
relation to relativistic momentum, 487,

513
relativistic kinematics, 454
relativistic mass, 512
relativistic momentum, 478

conservation, 479
in model collision, 478
no upper limit, 480
relation to relativistic energy, 487, 513

repulsive inverse-square force, 186
resonance in driven harmonic oscillator,

424
resonance curve, 424
resonance frequency, 424

rest energy, 512
rest mass, 226

definition, 512
electron, 226
proton, 226

restrictions on scattering angles in L (Ex.),
231

ρ perpendicular distance to axis, 246
right-hand rule, 6
rigid bodies, 120
rigid body dynamics, advanced topics,

320–329
rigid body rotation, 312–320

about a fixed point, 319
rocket in free space (Ex.), 140
rocket in gravitational field (Ex.), 141
rocket motion, 138

center of mass, 139
equations of motion, 139

rolling wheel (Ex.), 269
Rossi, B., 460
rotated axes in three-space, 504
rotating dumbbell (Ex.), 314

angular momentum, 315
rotating machinery

dynamically balanced, 299
statically balanced, 299

rotating systems, 359
rotating uniform rod (Ex.), 327
rotating vector, 23

rate of change, 356

rotating water bucket, (Ex.), 360
Mach, 368
Newton, 367

rotation in the x−y plane (Ex.), 295
rotational kinetic energy, 317
rubber ball rebound (Ex.), 133

average force due to floor, 133
instantaneous force, 133

Rutherford (Coulomb) scattering (Ex.),
389

deviations, size of nuclei, 391
evidence for atomic nucleus, 389
Geiger, H. and Marsden, E., 389
hyperbolic orbits, 389
strong dependence on scattering angle,

390
Rutherford, E., 225, 278
Rydberg constant, 278

Salaam, A., 82
satellite transfer from elliptic to circular

orbit (Ex.), 397
Saturn V (Ex.)

Apollo mission to Moon, 142
exhaust velocities, 142
first stage burn rate, 142

scalar (dot) product of vectors, 4
scalars, 505

examples, 505
second derivative with respect to t, 15
Sgr A* (Ex.), 401

mass relative to the Sun, 402
orbiting stars, 401

SHM, simple harmonic motion, 103
shock absorber, 429
SI system

prefixes, Appendix C, 531
significant figures, 40
simple harmonic motion, 102

amplitude, 104, 413
angular frequency, 104, 413
in bound systems, 212
circular frequency, 104, 413
differential equation, 103, 412
equation of motion, 103
gyrocompass, 308
initial conditions, (Ex.), 165
nutation, 334
period, 103
phase angle, 104
and quadratic energy forms, 215
and torque-free precession, 322
review, 412
solution by energy method, 164

simple harmonic oscillator
energy, 414

nomenclature, 413
amplitude, 413
angular frequency, 413
circular frequency, 413
period, 413

simple pendulum (Ex.), 104, 262
simultaneity

railwayman on flatcar with lantern
(Ex.), 451

spacelike events, 451; (Ex.), 462, 509
timelike events, 451; (Ex.), 462, 509

simultaneity of events, 450
skew rod

angular momentum, (Ex.), 296
tensor of inertia (Ex.), 316
torque, (Ex.), 298

sliding bead in a rotating system (Ex.),
361

sliding block 1 (Ex.)
angular momentum, 243

sliding block 2 (Ex.)
angular momentum, 257

slug, 62
solar constant, 148
solar sail spacecraft (Ex.)

IKAROS, 148
solving by complex numbers

critically damped oscillator, 433
damped oscillator, 431–434
driven oscillator, 434
heavily damped oscillator, 433
lightly damped oscillator, 432
overdamped oscillator, 433

spacecraft and dust cloud (Ex.), 136
spacelike events (Ex.), 463
spacetime, 503

four-dimensional geometry of relativity,
504

four-vectors, 509
locus of event displacements

hyperbolic surface of revolution,
509

spacetime diagram, 506
event specified by (x, y, z, ct), 506
events coincident in space, 508
events simultaneous in time, 508
light cones, 506
space and time axes not orthogonal, 507
space axis rotates counterclockwise,

507
speed: cotangent of the slope, 506
time axis rotates clockwise, 507
world line, definition, 506

special relativity
addition of velocities, 463
kinematics, 454
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INDEX 541

length contraction, 457
geometric analysis, 458
simultaneous measurements, 458

paradoxes
pole-vaulter, 459
twin paradox, 470

postulates, 344
speed of light in a moving medium

(Ex.), 465
time dilation, 455

geometric analysis, 455
in atomic clocks (Ex.), 456

specific impulse, 142
speed, 15

of a bullet, (Ex.), 132
speed of light in a moving medium (Ex.),

465
spin angular momentum, 268

electron, 311
independent of coordinates, 269

Spinning Terror, (Ex.), 94
spontaneous emission, 144
spring constant, 102

effective, in bound systems, 212
spring force, 102
spring gun (Ex.), 106

initial conditions, 106
spring gun recoil (Ex.), 130
stability, 217

frequency of oscillation, 219
pendulum, 218
saucer and cigar (Ex.), 318
spinning objects (Ex.), 309
teeter toy (Ex.), 218

stacked blocks, 66
standard form x + iy for complex

numbers, 431
standard co-ordinate systems

S = (x, y, z, t), 448
S ′ = (x′, y′, z′, t′) moving with speed v

relative to S , 448
steady-state behavior of driven harmonic

oscillator, 426
steepest descent

gradient, 203
Stilwell, G. R., 468
stimulated emission, 144
Stokes’ law

viscous retarding force, 98
stored energy in a driven harmonic

oscillator, 423
straight line motion in polar coordinates

(Ex.), 32
string force, 89
subtracting vectors, 3
summary of fixed axis rotation, 271

superelastic collisions, 228
synchronizing clocks, 445
system of particles, 116

equations of motion, 118
properties, 117

systems of units, 62
CGS system, 62
converting, 62
English system, 62
relations, 62
SI system, 62

powers of ten, 63
prefixes, Appendix C, 531

table, 62

tangential acceleration, 34
Taylor series, 37

common functions, 38
differentials, 39

Taylor, W., 194
teeter toy (Ex.)

rocking, period, 216
stability, 218

tension, 90
idealized molecular model, 90
in dangling rope, (Ex.), 90
in whirling rope (Ex.), 95

tensor of inertia, 312, 314
compact notation, 315
fixed axis rotation, 314
generalized parallel axis theorem, 320

uniform sphere example, 320
matrix form, 315
moment of inertia, 314
products of inertia, 314
skew rod (Ex.), 316

terminal velocity (Ex.)
differential equation, 99
motion of falling raindrop, 99

Thomson, J. J., 278
discovered electron, 278

three-body collisions
molecular formation, 187

three-dimensional spring (Ex.)
potential energy, 183

three stages of a collision, 226
threshold for pair production by photon

(Ex.), 496
tides

driving force (Ex.), 349
Earth in free fall toward the Sun, 353
equilibrium height (Ex.), 351
Moon’s effect greater than Sun’s, 353
Newton’s equilibrium model (Ex.), 351
spring, neap, 353
twice daily

evidence for Earth’s free fall, 353
twice daily (Ex.), 351

time
standards, 60

time derivative of a vector, 22
time derivative of a vector in a rotating

system, 357
time derivative of base vectors in a

rotating system, 357
time derivatives

Newton’s notation, 14, 29
time dilation, 455

geometric analysis, 455
timelike events (Ex.), 463
torque

analogous to force, 250
compared to force, 251
definition, 250
sense of rotation, 250

torque and angular momentum, dynamics,
252

torque due to gravity (Ex.), 251
torque on gyroscope, 301
torque on skew rod (Ex.), 317

analytical method, 298
geometric method, 299

torque-free precession, 321, 335
frequency, 323
of the Earth, 323
simple harmonic motion, 322

torque-free precession (Ex.)
Euler’s equations

exact solution, 327
total mechanical energy, 180
trajectory, 168

integral in the limit, 169
transformation equations

Galilean transformation, 448
Lorentz transformation, 452

transient, 424
transient behavior of a driven harmonic

oscillator, 425
transverse Doppler effect, 468
trial solution of differential equation, 100
trivial solution of collision equations,

229
Trojan asteroids (Ex.)

equilateral triangle,
Sun–planet–asteroid, 398

turtle in elevator (Ex.), 87
weightless, 87

twin paradox, 470
two coupled pendulums (Ex.)

energy transfer, 221
two coupled pendulums, normal modes,

219
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542 INDEX

uniform circular motion (Ex.), 18
uniform force field (Ex.)

potential energy, 182
uniform gravitational field, motion (Ex.),

21
uniform precession of gyroscope,

300
orbital angular momentum is constant,

301
rate, 302

uniform sphere
gravitational force, 85
moment of inertia, 249

uniform thin disk (Ex.)
moment of inertia, 247
moment of inertia, double integration,

248
uniform thin ring (Ex.)

moment of inertia, 247
uniform thin stick (Ex.)

moment of inertia
axis through end, 249
axis through midpoint, 248

units (physical)
acceleration, 54
angular momentum, 241
converting, 63
energy, 166

table of energy units, 196
force, 54
length, 61
mass, 54, 61
power, 172, 196
time, 60
weight, 86
work and energy

CGS system, 166
English system, 166
SI system, 166

unit vectors, 11
universal features of central force motion,

376
law of equal areas, 377
motion confined to a plane, 376
work–energy theorem, 377

validity of classical mechanics, 226
van der Waals force, 91, 186
vector decomposition of angular

momentum, 242
vector nature of angular momentum, 292
vector nature of angular velocity, 293
vector operators, 200
vector product, 6
vector transformations in three-space, 504

rotated coordinate systems, 504
vectors, 2

addition, 3
algebraic properties, 4
area as a vector (Ex.), 8
base vectors, 11
change with time, 16
components, 9
cross product

anticommutative, 7
examples (Ex.), 7
right-hand rule, 6

displacement vector, 13
magnitude, 3
multiplication

scalar (dot) product, 4
vector cross product, 6

multiplication by a scalar, 3
position, 12
subtraction, 3
unit vectors, 11
work and the dot product (Ex.), 5

velocity
as a vector, 16
average, 14
from acceleration (Ex.), 19
in a rotating system, 358
in polar coordinates, 29, 31
in several dimensions, 15
instantaneous, 14

vibration attenuator (Ex.), 427
viscosity, 98
viscous force, 98
viscous retarding force

damped harmonic oscillator, 414
Stokes’ law, 98

viscous retarding force
differential equation, 99
formal solution, 101

volume integral, 121

Walton, E.T.S., 485
weather systems (Ex.), 364

Coriolis force, 365
difference between highs and lows,

366
hurricane

a compact low, 365
always a low, 366
pressure gradient, 365

weight, 53
definition, 86
units, 86

whirling block on table (Ex.), 74
constraint, 75

whirling rope (Ex.), 95
whirlpool rotational flow and curl, 205
work by a force, 170
work function, 490
work–energy theorem, 162

applying, 173–179
central force is conservative (Ex.),

177
driven harmonic oscillator, 423
extended system, 170
friction

work is path dependent, 177
general, 170
in one dimension, 166
inverted pendulum (Ex.), 174
kinetic energy

definition, 170
non-conservative forces, 187
usefulness

conservative forces, 174
constrained motion, 174

work by uniform force (Ex.), 175
work–energy theorem and rotational

motion, 273
world energy usage, 194
world line, 506
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